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(image credit: Tom's Guide) Command s Conquer: Red Alert is a real-time 2.5D strategy, debuting on iOS for the first time in 2009. It has two playable factions, the Soviets and allies, as they fight for control of Europe. It is a prequel to the original team and Conquer, which first debuted on PC in 1995. Players choose which faction they
would like to play, like a crop of resources, use them to build military bases and other structures, and upgrade their units before taking the fight to their opponents over a number of challenging missions. Both factions have unique buildings, units, and technical trees to upgrade as the game goes on. There's also a bit of a wacky time travel
story that you can follow that finds tips on acquiring technology traveling through time. If you're in testing your bravery against other players, you can take in shootout mode rather than the main story and battle your way through 12 different playable cards. Prime Day Deals: See all the best deals right now! Want to play the team and win:
Red Alert? You'll have to play on your PC because it's not available in the app form anymore. Fortunately, it's easy to grab a copy online and start playing right away. Where to download Team and Win: Red AlertHead to Electronic Arts for a Copy of Team and Conquer: Red Alert. Keep in mind that you won't find a mobile version there the game is no longer available for download on iOS or Android devices, and it has been removed from both relevant app stores. Team and Win: Red Alert: EA Origin StoreIf you prefer physical media, you can purchase a copy of the game through eBay, as it is still available there in droves. It's relatively inexpensive to take home, and if
you find it in discount gaming stores that still sell retro titles. What Happened to Team and Win for iPhone and Android? Unfortunately, Electronic Arts removed Command and Conquer: Red Alert from the iOS App Store in 2015. It was never replaced and it never received any updates to make it compatible with the newest version of iOS
at the time. If the mobile version remained available, it probably wouldn't have been running properly and would have had problems performing properly, leading to large returns and complaints. Of course, given how loved this series is, it would make sense for EA to go ahead and update it as well. Right now, the only way to play the game
after buying a physical copy is to purchase it online through Origin as part of the team and Win Remastering Collection. It's unclear whether the game will ever return to mobile devices, but it will certainly make a great addition to any mobile gaming collection. At least it's still available on PC and as a physical release if you're interested in
the game. iPhone: OffMaps downloads Maps for offline access to the map on your iPhone is great for finding a way when you don't have a data connection or avoiding data roaming charges if you're traveling abroad. OffMaps allows you to Basic maps of the city and then you can choose to download specific areas in more specific details.
Maps don't require connectivity of any kind, which is great if you don't have Wi-Fi and/or GPRS/3G access, especially useful if you're traveling abroad and don't want to carry high data roaming charges or you don't have a data connection and still want to find your way around. And since the GPS location of your iPhone works without
access to the data network, you can still find where you are on the map without connecting to the data. Maps are often huge downloads (they can range from 100 to 200MB per base card), so it's best to download maps when you have some time to highlight. The app also allows you to access Wikipedia entries offline, and includes two city
guides of your choice through two free tokens. OffMaps has a wide range of locations, including every U.S. county and thousands of international destinations. To get an idea of how each guide is covered in the iPhone app, the OffMaps website offers a map to see if your location is well covered. OffMaps is available in the iTunes App
Store for $1.99, and comes with two tokens. Tokens are needed to load city guides, as well as additional tokens. OffMaps iTunes App Store through kottke.org Because of a failure in federal funding as the government shutdown continues, the Justice Department's AMBER Alert website is down, but that doesn't mean the system isn't
working. It operates locally rather than nationally, so regional governments and law enforcement agencies are responsible for alerting the public to events involving missing children through news, social media and road signs. So while the federal government can host a website for the Justice Department program, it doesn't really play a big
role in running the program. Many news sources falsely reported that disabling the website also meant disabling the system. In fact, the system doesn't even depend a little on the Ministry of Justice website. The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children (NCMEC) compiles AMBER Alerts nationwide to list on its website, and the
Justice Department website simply redirects to this site. Don't worry: the NCMEC website is still online and fully functioning, and there are no ongoing amber alerts in place. AMBER warnings are issued only in the most serious cases, and a government shutdown will not prevent any warnings. The website may be offline, but the public still
has the tools they need to keep children safe. What do you think of the AMBER Alert website being down? Share your thoughts in the comments below. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content piano.io Wikipedia, for most of us, needs no introduction. We're using it, perhaps, as often as we use Google for our information needs. We could all wonder about the need to download and use a free information resource that is only available with a click on the Internet. But imagine that you landed on the island with just your rusty
laptop.... Okay, cross out the Gilligan's Island scenario and look at a more realistic environment to be away from pure connection. Get a picture? Here's where some of the standalone tools to view Wikipedia come in handy. The Wikimedia Foundation created an offline version of Wikipedia, understanding this need. The English version
with a collection of about 2,000 pages can be in the form of a CD (file ISO). But it comes at a price of $13.99. The penny pinchers among us should put in a little more effort and megabyte. But there is no despair. Here are four free tools for taking Wikipedia knowledge out of the network and anytime, anywhere to experience. I. WikiTaxi
(OS: Windows) All downloaded pages are stored in the WikiTaxi database. WikiTaxi uses compression to make sure the database remains compact enough. For example, a huge English Wikipedia easily fits on an 8GB memory stick. WikiTaxi itself does not require installation, as it works from the run. The process of downloading
information is a bit long stretched as you have to essentially download the XML database dump from a Wikipedia site containing wiki content (the largest English Wiki is 3.5 GB). Included importer WinTaxi contains this database in the WinTaxi database for offline viewing. Database landfills are updated every few weeks. So you have to go
online to get the latest version of the information. II. Tsipedia (OS:Windows) Tsipedia is a Mozilla Superstructure for Firefox allowing offline browsing. The page describes him as the poor man's choice. But when we don't have access to the real thing, then it's a decent choice, right? You'll still need to download the Wikipedia database
landfill. Sipedia does not need any external database, as the browser itself does. The add-on works with Firefox v2.0-3.0. To access a standalone resource, you just need to enter - wikipedia://wiki/ III. Wikislice (OS: Windows) Wikislice is an application that allows the user to collect Wikipedia entries based on a specific topic or flood.
Wikislice, as the name suggests gives you slicing information in a downloadable format for easy offline reading. comes as a web tool as well as a desktop interface. To use Wikislice, simply enter the topic of your interest in the search rack provided, and Wikislice will display all applicable information for viewing or downloading. Here's how
it works - Bring in your theme and click Go. You get information and related subtopics (for a narrower search). The 50 best themes are displayed on 5 pages. Download (part of Wikipedia) offline if the number of pages is less than 2000. Loaded pages can be used with Software. The app will check if you have the software installed on the
first use. In case you don't, it will prompt you to download. Here's a simple one from the main site. IV. Pocket Wikipedia (OS:Windows/Linux and PocketPC) Pocket Wikipedia is a carefully crafted selection of Wikipedia information, which consists of nearly 24,000 images and 14 million words. This is a stack of fifteen volumes of
encyclopedias (Encyclopedia Britannica has 40 million words and 24,000 images!). All within 180MB is free to download in one zip archive. This software is different from the others in one aspect - you get photos in the text, as in the original version. But remember that it doesn't contain the full range of Wikipedia; only the more important
ones for the finished link. (Bonus V) How to get Wikipedia on your iPod If you have an iPod and a few GB of free space you can also install Wikipedia right on it. For more information, check out Mark's excellent guide to how to install Wikipedia on your iPod. Have you used any of these four software applications? If so, what do you prefer?
Do you have another one that you prefer instead? Or do you prefer access to Wikipedia over the Internet? Learn how to code in a fun and interactive manner How to learn the code in a fun and interactive manner with this 9-Bundled course about author Saikat Basu (1538 Articles Published) Read more from Saikat Basu Basu
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